
     Furniture4Reuse
External Organisations

The Furniture4Reuse facility is located in the basement of the 
Simon Building.  Please see the map below, if you would like to 
visit our stores and you do not require a parking space no 
appointment is necessary, provided it is within our opening times.

If however you require parking, you must contact the Furniture 
Store Supervisor at Furniture4Reuse@manchester.ac.uk prior to 
your visit so that a parking space can be allocated for the duration 
of your visit. Please see the next page for further details.

Furniture4Reuse

The Simon Building is just 
off Oxford Rd and is a
2 minute walk from 
Manchester Museum.
Please enter via the 
doors pictured below.
As you enter immediately 
to your left are a lift and
stairs. Go down a floor to 
the basement and follow 
the internal signage 
marked Furniture Store.



Dover St 
Car Park

  Furniture4Reuse
The Simon Building

We have two parking spots available for external organisations 
which are located in the Dover St. car park /please see the 
map below. This is just a short walk from the Furniture4Reuse 
facility in the Simon Building.
Prior to your visit you must contact the Furniture Store 
Supervisor at Furniture4Reuse@manchester.ac.uk  so that you 
can be allocated a parking space for the duration of your visit.
Please read the entire document for detailed guidance on how 
to access the car park. Many Thanks

Dover St. Car Park



Directions to Dover St. Car park
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Drive to the barrier and give your details to 
the carpark attendant. In the event the 
booth is not manned, please press the 
intercom button and state that you are 
here to visit the Furniture4Reuse store Take the first left onto Rumsford St.

4

Drive along Dover St. for 100 metresTurn off Upper Brook St. on to Dover St.

Once through the barrier take the first
right and proceed to the rear of the 
carpark

5

Here you will find two parking bays 
with yellow bollards.

        
1, Remove combination lock
   (code provided via email)
2, Remove locking pin
3, Lower bollard 
4, Replace pin and lock
5, Close clasp and spin 
    numbers. 
6, When Leaving please 
    return the bollard to a 
    locked vertical position.
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